2019 All-Inclusive Fishing Package on the
San Juan River with Land of Enchantment Guides
The San Juan River is a fishery that everyone should experience. It is world renowned as one of the
greatest tail-water trout fisheries there is. In the top 4 miles of river below the dam, there are over
10,000+ fish per mile, averaging 17 inches in length; you couldn't ask for more. Most of the fish are
rainbows but the population of browns seems to be increasing. It is primarily a small fly fishery with size
#20 to #26 midges on light tippet being the standard setup. It is quite a thrill to hook and land a large fish
on this type of gear. The river is big by New Mexico standards but very easy to wade and, with the
density of fish being so great, long casts are not usually necessary. We do both float trips (fishing from a
drift boat) and wade trips on the San Juan. Fishing from the boat enables you to fish many spots you are
unable to wade to. Fishing on the San Juan is excellent at any time of year. There are often many other
fishermen on the river but because it is so large, you can always find a good spot of your own. The one
drawback to fishing the San Juan is that it is basically “not close to anywhere” so it makes for a very long
day trip. We encourage our clients to spend at least the night over in the San Juan area, before the day of
their fishing trip. Below are the details and pricing for the “San Juan Fishing & Lodging” packages we
offer.
Land of Enchantment Guides has partnered with our friends at Fisheads Lodge and Back Cast Café
for our San Juan River fishing packages. Fisheads Lodge has newly remodeled rooms equipped with a
microwave, refrigerator, free WI-FI, flat screen TV’s and Direct TV. As well, the Back Cast Café (which
is next to the lodge) has the best food in the area. The packages we offer are for your guided fishing,
lodging and all of your meals.
As with all of our trips, any fly fishing gear you will need (rods & reels, custom tied flies, wading gear,
etc.) is provided, at no additional cost. Breakfast and dinner will be at Fisheads Lodge (see the attached
menu) and a nice lunch will be served “picnic style” on the river. Anglers will be picked up by their guide
for their fishing days
at Fisheads Lodge.
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PRICING & DETAILS
One Day Float Trip ~ One Nights Stay
1 person: $565.00
2 people - double occupancy: $680.00 ($340.00 per person)
One Day Float Trip ~ Two Nights Stay
1 person: $730.00
2 people - double occupancy: $904.00 ($452.00 per person)
Two Day Float Trip ~ Two Nights Stay
1 person: $1,128.00
2 people - double occupancy: $1,360.00 ($680.00 per person)
Two Day Float Trip ~ Three Nights Stay
1 person: $1,292.00
2 people - double occupancy: $1,582.00 ($791.00 per person)
Note: If you want to substitute a wade trip for a float trip, subtract $10 for each day of wade-fishing from
the cost of the package.
Separate Rooms (single occupancy) for 2 Person Trips: For separate rooms on a 2 person trip, add
$105.00 for each night’s stay ($52.50 per person).
3 Person Trips: We can arrange a customized trip for 3 anglers; please contact us for details and pricing.
The prices do not include NM state sales tax or any gratuities for the fishing guides and/or the wait staff at
Fisheads Lodge.







For more information about these trips and/or Land of Enchantment Guides...
Please check out our website: www.loeflyfishing.com
Feel free to call us at: (505)
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629-5688

 Nightly Entrée Menu at Fisheads Lodge Back Cast Café 
Sunday: Honey Mustard Ribs
Monday: Smoked Trout Dinner
Tuesday: Rib Eye Steaks
Wednesday: Chicken Alfredo
Thursday: Pork Chops
Friday: Smoked Prime Rib
Saturday: Mexican Combo Plate
The entrée comes with an appetizer, salad, dessert and non-alcoholic beverages.
Beer & wine is available for purchase with your meal.
 Other Dishes Available Every Night 
Open Face Green Chili Cheese Burger  Green Chili Philly
Chicken & Avocado Sandwich or Salad  Beef or Chicken Enchiladas
Regular Burgers
Menu Items May Be Subject To Change…

Note: If you or anyone in your group has specific dietary requirements and the
above options will not work, it is not a problem. If notified in advance, the Fisheads
chefs will do their best accommodate any individual dietary needs.
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